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Art with Heather
Sunday, August 14
1:00–3:00 pm
Express yourself!
VTA bus is available leaving the
Steamship about 12:00 and heads
down-island hourly.

Monthly Mini-Golf August 17th, 4:00
Join VIPers at The Cove Golf and Grill on State Road
in Vineyard Haven for mini-golf. Any questions, call
Alexander’s mom at 508-221-1176. VIP will cover the
cost of golfing.

Archery
Tuesday, August 23
at Camp Jabberwocky
4:00-5:00
We will then take a break while
Coach Bonnie travels to Maui…

Diamond, Bonnie, Jackie, Carolyn
and Rolino take aim.

McCaull’s Barbecue
September 18, 3:00
raindate September 19, 5:00
McCaull’s July barbecue was a fun
gathering of friends, with an array of
delicious food. Before departing, folks
wanted to know when the next one would
be! McCaull and Doug cheerfully agreed
on a September repeat.

Grillmasters McCaull and his dad Douglas

Upcoming VIP Meetings
Board - Wednesday, September 21
General- Wednesday, September 28
Decisions on location and time will be made in mid-September.
All are welcome to both meetings.

Board and play cast members
Tony and Erin
“A Midsummer Night’s Dream” reviewed by Alex
I enjoyed the story. The costumes were very
interesting. Made me feel like I was in another time
zone.The weather was nice. It was fun to know some
of the actors! Tony, Erin, Gene and Laura acted in it.

Performing in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” by Laura
It's been a lot of fun! Putting on a show at the amphitheater introduces new challenges
I've never even thought of before, but it's a fascinating venue and just perfect for the show.
I feel I've really gotten to work on my acting skills, too. Working closely alongside more
experienced local performers like Katherine Reid and Lagan Trieschmann has been very
inspiring in how I interpret my character, even at times that I don't have lines; we have so
many little details and gags that we include in scenes to keep things active and full of
personality.
I've even gotten some great chances to work on adapting when, as Mary Beth would put
it, "disaster strikes" during a performance. Theater is full of quick thinking and adapting to the
unexpected, especially in a location like the Tisbury Amphitheater, and responding to minor
problems while staying in character can be a fascinating challenge.

VIP Friends
Featuring businesses, organizations and individuals who share VIP’s
mission to make opportunities for a full Island life available to all
Helping out at Chilmark Chocolates over the
decades, Betty connected with many VIP
members. Working side-by-side, she heard of
challenges and triumphs. An avid reader, she
marvels at “What’s Happening”—the vibrant
photos, diverse stories and enthusiasm
expressed by participants. Betty was delighted
with McCaull’s barbecue. She enjoys dropping
in at the art classes. She believes Judi’s VIP art
calendar is an inspired idea. Betty was pleased
that Dale requested that art classes continue,
and Heather stepped up!
At the most recent art class, Dale read aloud
a card from Betty. In the note, she expressed her
appreciation for the art classes which have
inspired creativity and fostered community. She
enclosed a generous check to support ongoing
classes. The gift was received with a round of
applause!
Thank you Betty for your wisdom,
encouragement and support.

If you have ideas for other
VIP friends, contact Sundy at
sundysmith@icloud.com

Betty enjoying Lucy Vincent Beach

Questions about any VIP activities?? Call or text
Marney at (508) 560-1567 or call Allison at (508)
645-9081. Send articles / ideas for the next
issue to agburger19@gmail.com.

Volunteering at the Drive-In Movie at the ‘Y’ by Ally
I like to keep busy. I have been volunteering at the drive-in since I moved
here. Jenna is the woman in charge. My job is to greet people, give them radios,
ask them if they have been here before and show them where to park. Some
want radios, some don’t. It is fun. Last night we had 63 cars for the movie
“Soul”. I didn’t watch the movie, but I heard some of it. The trailer looked
amazing. When I am done I sit on the wall before I get picked up. I could watch
the movie, but I get tired and I’m afraid I’ll fall asleep. The best part is greeting
people. I have made friends and exchanged telephone numbers.

“Channeling Jackson Pollock in Art Class with Heather” reflections collected by Marney
Heather introduced us to Jackson Pollock and the art
movement he started in the U.S.A. called Abstract
Expressionism. She brought pictures and her explanations were
like listening to an exciting story. Then everyone got to work!
There were canvasses small, large and humongous, scads of
brushes, and cans and cans of paint in every color imaginable!
Dale - Art with Heather is a lot of fun and very inspirational
learning about different artists like Jackson Pollock and Vincent
Van Gogh. I like being creative. I have known Heather for years.
She’s great. I like having her for an instructor. Freedom*
Donald - It was very fun and very productive. She’s [Heather] a
great artist and has good ideas for teaching us! Movement*
Alex - Art class is really fun and creative and makes me think of
my own profession of being an artist at home. Curiosity*
Allison - I never know what I am going to create, but the process
is enjoyable. Curious*
Amanda - Great*, Martha - Excitement*, Heather - Wild*, Chelsea - Inspired*, Rolino - Enjoyment*,
Jillian - Gooey*, Carolyn - Jazzy*!
* Heather asked each participant to choose a word that expresses how they felt today doing the
art work.

Sailing Away by JP
Sunday, July 11 was a perfect sunny and clear
afternoon for VIP members to enjoy our third annual sail
on the (Im)Possible Dream the “universally accessible
catamaran.”

Thanks to the Tisbury
Printer for their
excellent service.

Founder/Director Deborah Mellen and Captain Will
Rey were again onboard, along with a few additional staff
members. This time they led us along the water to a point
south of the Gay Head Cliffs. It was a special opportunity
to see the Aquinnah shoreline and the cliffs themselves
from a new perspective, along with Noman’s Land and
the Squibnocket area in the distance. As the coordinator
of the event I was initially concerned about having
a smaller group of around 12 VIP-ers onboard when
guest capacity was 18. However, this turned out to be a
positive as everyone could relax and enjoy leisurely time
together and the beauty of the open sea around us. The
boat staff looks forward to sailing with us again in 2023.

